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ABSTRACT 
In this exploration into electrocardiogram (ECG) lead reconstruction, two algorithms 
were developed and tested on a public database and in real-time on patients. These algorithms 
were based on independent component analysis (ICA). ICA was a promising method due to its 
implications for spatial independence of lead placement and its adaptive nature to changing 
orientation of the heart in relation to the electrodes. 
The first algorithm was used to reconstruct missing precordial leads, which has two key 
applications. The first is correcting precordial lead measurements in a standard 12-lead 
configuration. If an irregular signal or high level of noise is detected on a precordial lead, the 
obfuscated signal can be calculated from other nearby leads. The second is the reduction in the 
number of precordial leads required for accurate measurement, which opens up the surface of the 
chest above the heart for diagnostic procedures. Using only two precordial leads, the other four 
were reconstructed with a high degree of accuracy. This research was presented at the 33rd 
International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society in 2011.1 
The second algorithm was developed to construct a full 12-lead clinical ECG from either 
three differential measurements or three standard leads. By utilizing differential measurements, 
the ECG could be reconstructed using wireless systems, which lack the common ground 
necessary for the standard measurement method. Using three leads distributed across the expanse 
of the space of the heart, all twelve leads were successfully reconstructed and compared against 
state of the art algorithms. This work has been accepted for publication in the IEEE Journal of 
Biomedical and Health Informatics.2 
These algorithms show a proof of concept, one which can be further honed to deal with 
the issues of sorting independent components and improving the training sequences. This 
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research also revealed the possibility of extracting and monitoring additional physiological 
information, such as a patient’s breathing rate from currently utilized ECG systems. 
The research is outlined in this thesis as follows. First, the initial research is provided, 
which defines the figure of merit and outlines the initial validation of the concept. Then, the first 
developed algorithm is presented. It utilizes ICA and cross-correlations to reconstruct precordial 
leads from a reduced lead set. This was built upon to create an algorithm to reconstruct a full, 
clinical 12-lead ECG from a reduced lead set of either commonly used leads or a set of three 
differential measurements. The accuracy of the full reconstruction is compared to similar states of 
the art. Lastly, coverage is given to the weakness of the algorithms and paths for future research. 
The Matlab code that was instrumental in bringing these ideas to fruition is included in 
Appendix A. A Labview application was also developed to showcase the algorithm and an outline 
of it is included in Appendix B. 
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SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
This research effort focused on reconstructing electrocardiogram (ECG) leads from 
reduced lead sets using independent component analysis (ICA) and culminated in the generation 
and testing of two algorithms, each of which generated a publication. 
 
1. Precordial lead ECG Reconstruction  
An algorithm to reconstruct precordial leads from a two lead set was 
developed. Leads V2 and V5 were found to be optimal and generated results with the 
highest correlation between original and reconstructed leads. 
Ostertag MH and  Tsouri GR. Reconstructing ECG Precordial Leads from a Reduced 
Lead Set Using Independent Component Analysis. 33rd International Conf. of the 
IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC ’11): 4414-4417, Aug. 
30 2011-Sept. 3 2011. 
 
2. Clinical, 12-lead ECG Reconstruction 
The precordial lead ECG reconstruction algorithm was expanded and 
improved to reconstruct the entire clinical, 12-lead ECG from a three lead set. Leads 
I, II, and V2 were found to produce the best results of the standard lead arrangement. 
Frank XYZ leads were also used. This algorithm was compared to state-of-the-art 
reconstruction algorithms and compared. 
Tsouri GR and Ostertag MH. Patient-Specific 12-lead ECG Reconstruction from 
Sparse Electrodes using Independent Component Analysis. IEEE Journal of 
Biomedical and Health Informatics, PP(99): 1, December 2013. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For patients released after cardiac surgery, those who have an arrhythmia that only 
presents in certain circumstances, athletes seeking ideal training conditions, and medics 
overseeing warfighters in the heat of battle all want one capability: remote physiological 
monitoring. Remotely monitoring an individual’s electrocardiogram (ECG) can provide critical 
information about the health of the subject. Currently, the products for measuring and recording a 
patient’s ECG fail to provide a full set of clinically relevant data. 
Remote, wireless ECG monitoring is close at hand, though, with only a few technical 
hurdles left to overcome. One of these hurdles involves seamlessly incorporating these sensors 
into patients’ lives in a non-invasive and foolproof manner. The devices are rapidly becoming 
smaller and smaller, making them unobtrusive to the casual observer, and the next step is to 
reduce the number of sensors required while keeping the system robust. Even though the number 
of sensors that are monitoring the heart is reduced, medical professionals still need to see all 12-
leads of the electrocardiogram to make diagnoses. The information is fundamentally missing 
without the sensors present to record it, but it can be reconstructed from the other leads with 
varying degrees of success. 
The three prominent types of lead reconstruction transforms are the universal, population-
specific, and patient-specific transforms. Based on many works in the past, it is widely accepted 
that universal transforms, which are developed and intended to work for all people, are not 
reliable due to the wide degree of variance across patients and across time. Each patient has a 
different composition of chest tissues, different size, shape or location of the heart, and different 
levels of aging and disease. Population-specific transforms have proven to be more effective than 
their universal counterparts. By segmenting people based on their age, gender, and disease 
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classification, the transform becomes much more customized and produces a more accurate 
reconstruction of missing leads for that set of patients. The most accurate transform is patient-
specific. Even in carefully selected groups, there still exist anatomical and diagnostic differences 
between each person. By generating a transform that is specific to an individual, the best possible 
reconstruction occurs. In all cases, the transforms are constant and do not adapt to changes over 
time. As with all biological systems, change is a constant; shifting positions, changing activity 
levels, and even breathing can affect how well any of the transforms can accurately reproduce the 
missing information. Reducing the number of sensors is only half the problem, though. The other 
half is maintaining the robustness of the system, which depends on solving a current problem 
with ECGs: electrode misplacement. 
Electrode misplacement is a common problem in electrocardiography caused typically by 
human error. Although an electrode may only be misplaced by a small distance, that misplaced 
electrode can change the morphology of a patient’s ECG waveform, leading to a misdiagnosis. 
Reducing the effect of this error will not only help hospitals in the accuracy of short- and long-
term monitoring of patients but also increase the convenience of caregivers that place the 
electrodes. The goal of this research was to use independent component analysis (ICA) to reduce 
this misplacement error and reduce the number of electrodes needed for a clinical 12-lead ECG 
measurement. 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 
Electrocardiography provides clinicians with a non-invasive tool that provides detailed 
insight into the working of a patient’s heart. Each time the muscles of the heart contract, they 
depolarize during contraction and repolarize during recovery. The cardiac muscles have a distinct 
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pattern of coordinating contractions, which efficiently move blood throughout the pulmonary and 
circulatory systems of the body. Due to the conduction of human tissue, these patterns of 
depolarization that originate within the cardiac muscles create small, yet measureable signals on 
the surface of the skin that (after being filtered and amplified) provide useful diagnostic 
information about the condition of the heart.3 
The first prototype system was developed in 1887 by Augustus Désiré Waller, who 
placed each limb in a saline solution and used a capillary electrometer to observe the electrical 
signals of his own heart.4 It has come a long way since its inception in the late 19th century, both 
the technology and the diagnostic capabilities. Today, most cardiologists use a 12-lead system, 
which consists of measurements from ten different electrodes. Electrodes placed on the right arm, 
left arm, and left leg make up a set of limb leads and a fourth electrode is placed as a reference on 
the right leg to either passively or actively reduce noise. The precise placement of the limb leads 
is not critical since the limbs are far enough away from the heart that the region is roughly 
isopotential. The limb leads provide information of the heart in the frontal plane, which bisects 
the body from front to back, and are calculated from the limb electrodes as follows:5 
 
  =  − 	  (1.1) 
   =  − 	 (1.2) 
  =  −  (1.3) 
 
where VI , VII , and VIII represent the three limb leads and φRA , φLA , and φLL represent the potential 
at the right arm (RA), left arm (LA), and left leg (LL), respectively. From these leads, a set of 
augmented leads was also developed. The augmented leads contain redundant information but 
provide clinicians additional views of the limb leads by performing a differential measurement 
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between the one limb electrode and the Wilson’s central terminal, which is the average of the 
three limb leads and serves as a reference. While the limb leads provide a look at the activity of 
the heart, they are limited to the frontal plane of the body and are typically positioned too distant 
from the source to pick up smaller, localized signal irregularities. The addition of precordial leads 
solves both of these problems. 
 The precordial leads consist of a set of six leads placed on the upper thorax as shown in 
Figure 1-1. They are spatially close to the front face of the heart and wrap around the chest from 
the fourth intercostal space on the right of the sternum to the fifth intercostal space on the left 
midline of the torso.4 Due to this spatial proximity, the precordial leads can be used to isolate 
signal irregularities that may be difficult to diagnose using the limb leads. The precordial lead 
measurements represent the vector from the Wilson’s central terminal to the precordial electrodes 
and provide a view of the conduction pathways of the heart in the transverse plane. Without this 
information, the dipole movement of the heart cannot be determined in three-dimensional space 
and the diagnostic capability of the system is hindered. The six precordial leads (V1 through V6), 
the three limb leads, and the three augmented leads form the 12-lead electrograph system, which 
aids in diagnosing diseases from atrial hypertrophy to bundle-branch blocks to ventricular 
fibrillation.3 
Although the electrocardiogram has 12 leads, much of the information is redundant. This 
should be readily apparent within the limb leads, which are all based on the difference between 
three electrodes, but it also holds for the augmented leads, which are derived from the average of 
the limb leads and are based upon the same measurements from the three limb electrodes. The 
reason for the redundancy is the ease of recognizing patterns for cardiologists, who can more 
easily make a diagnosis by comparing two similar leads at slightly varying angles. This diagnosis 
is based heavily on the inverse problem of electrocardiography. 
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Figure 1-1. Illustration of precordial lead placement on a human subject.5 
  
 Using body surface potential distributions as measured on the surface of the skin, the goal 
of the inverse problem is to determine the underlying electrical activity of the heart. The actual 
source of electrical activity cannot be uniquely determined when the cardiac region is 
inaccessible because many different equivalent sources can generate the same set of surface 
potentials.6 With the help of modern medicine’s understanding of the anatomy and physiology of 
the human heart, the problem can be greatly simplified, and the source of the electrical signals 
can be approximated with a high degree of accuracy. This allows for an initial clinical diagnosis 
to be made, which typically needs to be verified by other methods, such as auscultation, 
angiography, or imaging.4 Geselowitz found that modeling the source of cardiac electrical activity 
as a single dipole could account for more than 90% of the activity seen within the heart.7 Using 
this approximation, two limb leads and a single precordial lead (V2) contain the vast majority of 
information about the contraction pattern of the heart. The information contained in the three 
leads can be used to reconstruct the full 12 leads through a series of weighted sum transforms. 
These transforms can generate missing leads by multiplying the collected data of a few leads by a 
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set of coefficients, which are optimized on a per-patient basis or for a larger population. These 
reconstructions have had varying degrees of success, depending on whether the transform was 
tailored to the individual or a universal solution.8,9,10,11
 
The success of the reconstruction of 
missing leads from a reduced lead set is heavily dependent on the similarity of the ECG 
waveform from beat to beat for individual-specific transforms or similarity between patients for 
universal or group-specific transforms. 
 While the variability between patients, termed inter-individual variability, is to be 
expected due to varying body compositions and heart location and orientation, the variability 
from measurement to measurement of a single patient, termed intra-individual variability, is a 
cause for concern for lead reconstruction because of the potential of a misdiagnosis. All current 
lead reconstruction techniques rely on the stability of the initial conditions, which were present 
during the training of the algorithm. Since the algorithm depends on the coefficients that were 
developed during this training period, the reconstruction algorithms can only accurately 
reconstruct the missing ECG leads if the relationship between all of the leads remains similar to 
the original period. An act as simple as sitting up can change the position of the heart, thereby 
fundamentally changing where the electrical sources of contraction are in relation to the 
electrodes, which serve as observation points. The intra-individual ECG variability can be 
classified into two major categories: beat-to-beat variability and session-to-session variability. 
The former is due to changes in respiration rate, heart rate, posture, or noise and the latter is due 
mainly to electrode misplacement. A misplaced electrode observes the electrical activity of the 
heart from a different angle than an ideally placed electrode. This difference in observation can 
result in a change in waveform morphology and potentially a misdiagnosis. In several accuracy 
studies, nurses were found to place the electrodes accurately during only 13% to 25% of the 
placement tests (see [12] and references). Lead reconstruction algorithms make significant use of 
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the redundancy of information by reducing the number of leads; by the same token, this makes 
them highly susceptible if one lead was misplaced. The error of a misplaced base lead would be 
present in each lead that it reconstructed. Both the inter-individual and intra-individual variability 
issues may be able to be solved with a statistical method known as independent component 
analysis. 
 
 
Figure 1-2. Graphical representation of the lead vectors captured with a 12-lead ECG. 
This model assumes a spherical conductor (white circle) and a centrally located single 
dipole source for the cardiac signals.5 
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1.2 INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
Biomedical signals are typically recorded with a known spatial distribution of multiple 
sensors, and the resulting multichannel recording contains temporally and spatially correlated 
measurements. The signals of interest are rarely recorded in isolation because as the signals travel 
through the body, they become mixed with background activity and noise, which make the 
sources within the body challenging to analyze. By applying independent component analysis 
(ICA) to these mixed signals, the underlying, independent sources can be uncovered.13  
ICA separates out mixed signals into their independent components by exploiting their 
independence. This independence is found by focusing on finding sources that are the most non-
Gaussian. When combined, the joint density of Gaussian sources is completely symmetric, 
making it impossible to estimate the individual independent sources.14 If there is only one 
component with Gaussian distribution, it can be separated from the others, which has been 
utilized in ECG noise removal.15 Any number of mixed non-Gaussian sources results in an 
asymmetric distribution, which can then be separated as long as there are at least as many 
observation points as sources. Each observation consists of a linear combination of the 
independent sources; the coefficients of this linear combination form a mixing matrix. 
This mixing matrix provides insight into the relative projection strengths of the respective 
independent components onto each of the sensors, and by multiplying the underlying independent 
sources by the mixing matrix, the original observations can be reproduced. By multiplying the 
sensor data by the unmixing matrix that is also obtained at the end of ICA training, a new matrix 
will be generated that consists of rows of statistically independent components. The basic linear 
models relating the sensor data, independent components, mixing matrix, and unmixing matrix 
can be seen below in (1.4): 
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   =  and  =   (1.4) 
 
where the vector  represents ‘m’ independent sources, the vector  represents an approximation 
of , the matrix  represents the linear mixing of the sources, the matrix  is the linear unmixing 
matrix, and the vector  is composed of ‘m’ observed signals.13 The mixing matrix is square in 
most popular ICA algorithms in order to exploit the inverse matrix to shorten the time of 
convergence. 
The goal of ICA is to generate the mixing matrix that relates the independent components 
to a set of observations; many different methods have been developed to reach this goal. The 
research in this paper was done with the FastICA algorithm developed by Hyvärinen and Oja.14 
This method seeks to maximize the non-Gaussianity of the resultant independent components by 
recursively maximizing both the kurtosis and negentropy of the signals. Kurtosis is the forth-
order cumulant of a signal and is zero for a random Gaussian source. The kurtosis of a signal is 
defined as seen in Eq. 1.5. 
 
   =  !" − 3 $"$  (1.5) 
 
Before calculating the kurtosis of a signal in the FastICA, the signal is preprocessed to have unit 
variance, and the algorithm can be simplified to Eq. 6: 
 
   =  !" − 3  (1.6) 
 
Negentropy has been shown with statistical theory to be a good measure of non-Gaussianity, and 
it has been proven with statistical theory that a Gaussian variable has maximum entropy for a 
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given variance. While it is very useful for determining non-Gaussian sources, it is difficult to 
measure without knowledge of the probability distribution function. In the FastICA algorithm, the 
negentropy is approximated using formulae developed by Hyvärinen. 
 
  % = [ ' −  '"($  (1.7) 
  ') = )*+ log/0ℎ2) and '$ = − exp 6− 78$ 9  (1.8) 
 
where %  is the negentropy approximation for any non-quadratic function ' , ')  and '$  are 
convergent functions used to approximate the negentropy, and 2) is a constant between 1 and 2. 
These functions and their derivatives are simple to calculate and are central in converging to 
consistent sets of independent sources. 
 The FastICA algorithm first works by removing the mean from all signals, a process 
called centering, and then performing principal component analysis to create a set of orthogonal 
signals from the observations. The mixing matrix resulting from these two operations is then run 
through a recursive routine that maximizes both the kurtosis and negentropy of the original 
sources, thus minimizing the Gaussianity and generating the underlying, independent sources. 
The optimized mixing matrix provides a linear transform between the independent sources or 
components and the observed signals as seen in Eq. 1.4. 
In previous research, ICA has been successfully applied to the electrocardiogram, which 
satisfies some of conditions of ICA: the different signal sources of cardiac contraction are linearly 
mixed at the ECG electrodes, the time delay in signal propagation is negligible, and there are 
generally fewer sources than sensors. The electrocardiogram does violate the ICA assumption of 
spatial stationarity, though, since the heart moves during every contraction. This movement may 
cause the heart to appear to have more sources than are actually present. One example application 
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of ICA to the ECG is the separation of maternal and fetal heartbeats from electrodes placed on the 
mother’s chest and abdomen. In the initial signal, the fetal heartbeat cannot be seen, but after 
performing independent component analysis, there are clearly two heartbeats, one at 72 bpm and 
the other at 106 bpm. By recombining the channels that reflect the mother’s heartbeat separately 
from the channels of the fetus and by zeroing out the noisy source, the two heartbeats can be 
separated and analyzed independently.16 Other examples include separating noise and artifacts 
from the desired signals15 and differentiating mixed biopotentials from each other, such as 
separating the interference of the muscle contractions from a blink from an electroencephalogram 
(EEG) reading13. 
Overall, the concept of applying ICA to ECG monitoring technology is very promising, 
and if used properly, can result in reduced noise levels, which commonly plague many 
biopotential measurements, and in isolating the independent signals of the heart, allowing for 
separation and reconstruction of the cardiac signals. This technology relies heavily on the number 
of sources being less than the number of observation points. The sources of the cardiac signal can 
be approximated by a dipole model, but in reality, each individual’s heart and specific condition 
may have a different number of sources.6 Another potential source of issue is the unordered 
nature of the results. ICA may be able to produce independent sources for a set of observations, 
but the order is dependent on the convergence of the system to the source that is the least 
Gaussian. The unordered independent sources can cause issue for algorithms relying on 
consistent convergence to the same components. By imposing spatial and temporal restraints on 
the ICA algorithms, more ordered and detailed analysis may be performed and these issues can be 
overcome. 
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2. INITIAL RESEARCH 
In initial testing, it was quickly shown that static, universal transforms from a reduced set 
of stationary leads to the full 12-lead ECG were not effective at reproducing cardiac signals 
(Section 2.3). The universal transform relies on the flawed model that all patients are similar.  
Patient- and population-specific transforms showed a much better rate of success.11 In addition to 
simply reconstructing missing leads, a patient-specific transform utilizing independent component 
analysis (ICA) showed promise for developing a method to reduce the error caused by electrode 
misplacement, both in clinical and residential settings, by accurately reproducing the same 
underlying sources of ECGs from different sets of leads. By using different sets of leads, the 
initial experimentation with generating independent sources from standard precordial leads 
represented an extreme case of misplaced sets of electrodes (Section 2.4). The following initial 
inquiry into using ICA lead to the development of the reconstruction algorithms in Section 3 and 
Section 4. 
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2.1 STATE OF THE ART 
For the reconstruction of missing leads in a reduced lead system, the use of a universal 
matrix is not appropriate. The recent work by Dawson10 only marginally improves on the 
universal transforms that Dower developed over 40 years ago,9 and the new transformation matrix 
that was developed through regression of a linear affine transformation still suffers the problem of 
changing the morphology of the waveform. The research done by de Charzal and Celler support 
the previous statement that the use of a universal matrix is inappropriate.17 They found that some 
applications of the universal transform worked perfectly (correlation of 1.00) but others resulted 
in negative correlations as large as -0.63. The future of transformation matrices lies in matching 
them to patients through individual adjustments as performed by Man et al.18 or by placing 
patients in predefined populations that have population-specific coefficients.11 
The traditional 12-lead ECG system produces a substantial amount of redundant 
information, which helps at offsetting the effect of electrode misplacement. If one electrode is 
misplaced, which happens quite regularly according to Schijvenaars and references,12 the 
cardiologists can still make a diagnosis because the information that was contained in that lead is 
also present in others. On the other hand, the misplacement of an electrode in a 3-lead VCG 
system can invalidate the entire set of measurements. The lack of redundancy and reliability is a 
problem in the current reduced lead systems. They are problems that independent component 
analysis (ICA) may be able to help solve. ICA can determine the underlying independent sources 
of a biosignal, regardless of the placement of the electrodes. In a simple model, the electrical 
activity of the heart is a single dipole, which is comprised of three statistically independent, 
orthogonal sources. Gulrajani elaborates on the different models that could be used,6 but the 
single dipole model is the simplest and only requires a minimum of three leads to unmix to the 
original source. By using four leads, the three orthogonal directions of the heart dipole and a 
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noise source could be found with ICA, and with simple statistical algorithms, the noise could be 
automatically eliminated for a cleaner, more recognizable signal.15  
ICA has not yet been used to compensate for electrode misplacement but this could well 
be the future of ECG monitoring. By performing constrained ICA, only one or two electrodes 
need to be carefully positioned. These electrodes would be used as references, generating two of 
the three sources from a single dipole model, and all subsequent sources could be generated by 
haphazardly placed electrodes. Since the position of the initial electrodes is known and assuming 
that the patient has a set of patient-specific or population-based transform coefficients, the 
traditional 12-lead electrocardiogram can be reproduced in its entirety from a minimal number of 
leads without fear of misdiagnosis from the main source of intra-individual variability, electrode 
misplacement. This “opportunistic” ECG system is a promising technology of the future, but in 
order for it to work, the independent components must be able to be reliably generated with a 
high level of spatial and temporal independence and the sorting problem must be overcome. 
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2.2 SELECTION OF A FIGURE OF MERIT 
In order to properly compare the results during algorithm development, the first step in 
the process was to establish a measure of similarity by which the derived ECG leads can be 
compared to the originals. Several different methods already existed and were regularly used for 
determining a quantitative measure of error between two signals.  
The root-mean-square (RMS) error calculation has been applied across a broad range of 
data types and serves as a well-known method of comparison. It was not the most promising 
option for comparing sets of independent components or two electrocardiogram (ECG) signals, 
though. For one, only portions of the entire signal are utilized by cardiologists for diagnosis. A 
small offset error in an irrelevant section of the signal, such as the flat portion between beats, 
could contribute a large portion to the RMS error while not affecting the clinical relevance of the 
signal. Due to this, a signal with poor performance in the flat region but perfect performance in 
the PQRST region could have the same RMS error as a signal with a perfect flat region and a 
PQRST region with a changed morphology. The option does exist to selectively perform RMS 
calculations, either by using it over specific regions or weighting different regions more heavily 
than others.  
The next option for a measure of similarity was calculating the cross-correlation between 
the signals under question. Correlation was used by de Charzal and Celler for analyzing the 
validity of universal linear transformation matrices17 and it could easily be applied to the case of 
independent components, which are also linear transforms of the original leads. Cross-correlation 
had the benefit of not being affected by a constant offset between the signals and produced 
reasonable results when the signals under comparison were negatives of one another as occurs 
commonly with the independent sources derived using ICA. The correlation of a signal with a 
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negative of itself is -1 but the RMS error between the two signals would be unable to represent 
the visibly apparent similarity of the signals. 
These measures of similarity were compared with others, such as the Kullbeck-Liebler 
distance, subjective fidelity comparison, or the peak signal-to-noise ratio, but they were not found 
to accurately and quantitatively capture the desired results. Since the best option should perform a 
qualitative comparison of the clinical relevance of a modified signal to the original, a metric of 
cross correlation percentage was selected. The selected measure was used to compare sets of 
independent components that were derived from various lead sets, which consist of two leads for 
reconstructing the precordial leads and three leads for reconstructing the full 12-lead set that exist 
in a three-dimensional space. The reduced lead sets were drawn from the 12 traditional leads and 
the Frank XYZ leads, which were found in various databases such as the Physikalisch-Technische 
Bundesanstalt ECG database. The specific figure of merit and its application can be seen in 
Sections 3 and 4. 
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2.3 VALIDATION OF A UNIVERSAL TRANSFORM MATRIX FOR 
VECTORCARDIOGRAMS 
Much work has been done in recent years to find a universal matrix that could synthesize 
a standard 12-lead electrocardiogram from a reduced set of leads. One of the pioneers of creating 
reduced lead systems was Dr. Earnest Frank. He researched and mapped body surface potentials 
and used this work to create a set of orthogonal leads (X, Y, and Z), which became one of the top 
contenders in reduced lead systems, along with the EASI system.8 The Frank leads led to a new 
type of electrocardiographic monitoring called vectorcardiography. Ever since Frank popularized 
this set of leads, researchers have been attempting to find a universal transform from the three-
lead system to the traditional 12-lead, which is most familiar to cardiologists. The pioneering 
research was performed by Dower, and the resulting “universal” transform was termed the Dower 
transformation matrix.9 In 2009, Dawson and colleagues refined the transformation matrix to 
obtain a slightly lower root-mean-square error than the traditional Dower transformation.10
 
They 
accomplished this by using an affine linear model as opposed to the strictly linear model used by 
Dower. The affine linear model includes a constant that is unrelated to the reduced lead set, and 
its inclusion in the model allows the model to compensate for errors introduced by an incorrect 
source model or drift biases. 
 
Developing the Transform Matrix 
The algorithm for developing Dawson’s affine linear transform proceeds as follows: first, 
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt Database (PTBDB) patients were divided into healthy 
control (HC) and myocardial infarction (MI) patients. The PTBDB contains the standard 12-lead 
ECG recordings as well as the Frank X, Y, and Z leads. Next, 2000 samples from the midsection 
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of each recording were extracted and least-squares fitting was performed on the transform model 
seen in Equation 2.1: 
 
  : =  ; +  = =  2>  + 2))  + 2$$  +  2??  +  =   (2.1) 
 
where the vector X contains the three orthogonal leads, the matrix A is the XYX to 12-lead 
transformation matrix, and the vector Y contains the calculated 12-lead ECG. In order to obtain 
statistically consistent coefficients, at least 25 different patient recordings were needed for both 
the HC and MI groups. These coefficients were used to calculate a 12-lead ECG, which was 
directly compared with the recorded 12-lead from the database using the R2 metric. The R2 values 
resulting from applying Dawson’s transforms were compared to those resulting from applying 
Dower’s universal matrix with higher R2 values relating to a closer relationship between the 
transformed and original leads. A different method was used for generating the inverse 
transforms. Due to the redundancy of the information contained in an 8-lead system, principal 
component analysis (PCA) was performed to reduce the redundant information and find a 
consistent transformation. The set of coefficients that Dawson et al. obtained by following the 
above procedure can be seen in Table 2-1.           
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Table 2-1 
Coefficients of the Dower Transform for the mixing matrix that computes the standard 
12-leads from a VCG lead base. 
X Y Z 
I 0.632 -0.235 0.059 
II 0.235 1.066 -0.132 
III -0.397 1.301 -0.191 
AVR -0.434 -0.415 0.037 
AVL 0.515 -0.768 0.125 
AVF -0.081 1.184 -0.162 
V1 -0.515 0.157 -0.917 
V2 0.044 0.164 -0.139 
V3 0.882 0.098 -1.277 
V4 1.213 0.127 -0.601 
V5 1.125 0.127 -0.086 
V6 0.831 0.076 0.230 
 
Performing Morphological Comparisons 
The same 15-lead database that was used for developing the transform coefficients was 
used to test their validity. Using Matlab 2009, two-second clips of patients ECG recordings were 
taken for lead I, lead II, and lead V4. These leads were selected because they offer unique 
morphologies and have low (78.30), high (92.27), and medium (89.06) R2 values in comparison 
to their transform group.6 For several patients, these three leads were calculated from the Frank 
XYZ leads provided using the coefficients in Table 2-1. The original and newly constructed 
signals were normalized to have a range of 1 and the mean of each signal was removed. The two 
signals were then plotted on the same plot with the original ECG signal in solid blue and the 
reconstructed leads in dashed red. 
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Results 
Five of the patients tested were part of the healthy control group and a representative 
sample can be seen in Figure 2-1. and Figure 2-2.. For these patients, the reconstructed lead most 
closely matches the original signal for lead II and closely matches for lead V4 with the exception 
in the amplitude of the ST region. For the same set of patients, lead I shows significant 
morphological changes in the P, Q and S waves between patients. 
The next three patients in Figure 2-3. through Figure 2-5 have heart conditions but have 
never had a myocardial infarction (MI). Patient 249 has myocarditis but the transform still 
produces very accurate reconstructed leads with no significant morphological changes. The next 
two patients have cardiomyopathy and myocarditis and the reconstructed leads I and V4 do not 
match the original leads. They display noticeably strong negative correlation. 
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Figure 2-1. Plot of original and reconstructed leads for a male, age 35, of the healthy 
control group. Leads were reconstructed from Dawson’s transformation on a set of Frank 
XYZ leads. 
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Figure 2-2. Plot of original and reconstructed leads for a male, age 55, of the healthy 
control group. Leads were reconstructed from Dawson’s transformation on a set of Frank 
XYZ leads. 
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Figure 2-3. Plot of original and reconstructed leads for a male, age 46, of the myocarditis 
test group. Leads were reconstructed from Dawson’s transformation on a set of Frank 
XYZ leads. 
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Figure 2-4. Plot of original and reconstructed leads for a female, age 64, of the 
cardiomyopathy test group. Leads were reconstructed from Dawson’s transformation on a 
set of Frank XYZ leads. 
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Figure 2-5 Plot of original and reconstructed leads for a male, age 41, of the myocarditis 
test group. Leads were reconstructed from Dawson’s transformation on a set of Frank 
XYZ leads. 
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Discussion 
While the Dawson’s coefficients may have an average R2 value of 84.79 for the health 
control patients, the so-called universal matrix does not accurately reproduce the morphology of 
the original ECG waveform for all leads. The results seen below also question the appropriateness 
of population-based coefficients. The patients in Figure 2-1. to Figure 2-3. and Figure 2-5 are all 
males between the ages of 35 and 55. The first two are healthy controls and the last two have 
been diagnosed with myocarditis. These patients are very similar and would likely belong to the 
same group classification, but the transform matrix does not perform equally well across them. 
The patients in Figure 2-1. and Figure 2-2. demonstrate a reconstructed ECG that is almost 
perfectly correlated to the original while the patient in Figure 2-3. through Figure 2-5 shows a 
reconstructed ECG that has very poor correlation. This range in correlation using universal 
transformations matches the results seen in a previous study by de Charzal and Celler.17  
The R2 value for the reconstructed leads is deceptively high for the level of 
morphological error seen when performing the lead transforms. Although the RR, QT, and ST 
intervals have remained relatively constant through the transform, the claim that the linear affine 
transformation matrix should be used for diagnoses requiring use of the waveform morphologies 
is strongly questioned. Significant variability in the level and type of introduced error has been 
observed and the use of a universal matrix for VCG to 12-lead ECG transforms may be 
inappropriate. Patient-specific coefficients have been shown to produce much better results11,17 
but the claims seem unlikely to hold over an entire population based on the cases shown above. 
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2.4 VALIDATION OF THE STATIONARITY OF INDEPENDENT 
COMPONENT ANALYSIS ON ECG LEADS 
 Before ICA could be applied to reduce the error caused by electrode misplacement, the 
spatial stationarity of the independent components (ICs) was validated across the set of standard 
12-leads. ICs were generated from varying pairs of leads from the standard 12-lead set using the 
FastICA algorithm.14 The ICs were manually ordered such that each set of ICs was matched with 
similar looking ICs from the lead sets under consideration. A correlation calculation was 
performed between each similar IC pair and the lowest correlation value among all generated ICs 
was recorded and displayed in the colorplot in Figure 2-6. 
During this process, it was found that the ICs that were generated with any two 
combination of leads I, II, III, AVR, AVL, and AVF and a precordial lead had very high 
similarities to the ICs generated by any other combination of the aforementioned leads and the 
same precordial leads. This finding is supported by the method in which the ECG data is 
obtained. Leads I, II, and III are measured using shared points on the torso, which allows any lead 
to be calculated from the other two; AVR, AVL, and AVF are augmented leads that are also 
calculated based on the limb leads. Since any two leads contain all of the relevant information 
about all six, it follows that their independent components should be the same, which was found 
to be true. 
 After the first confirmation of the potential power of ICA, the correlation between ICs of 
different precordial lead pairs was examined to determine if a similar sort of spatial independence 
existed. The same level of correlation between different lead sets for the limb leads was not seen 
in the precordial leads, but there was a relatively high level of correlation between the ICs 
generated from proximal lead sets. For example, precordial leads V3/V5 generated similar ICs to 
those from leads V2/V4, V2/V5, V2/V6, and V3/V4. Using a different precordial lead in a set is 
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an extreme case of electrode misplacement. The success at generating similar ICs was very 
promising and lead to the development of the first algorithm, which reconstructed missing 
precordial leads (Section 3). 
 
 
Figure 2-6 A graphical display of the correlation between the independent components 
generated from precordial lead pairs. A high level of correlation between the pairs means 
that the ICs that were generated from one set could be used to generate the other set of 
precordial leads. 
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3. RECONSTRUCTING ECG PRECORDIAL 
LEADS USING INDEPENDENT COMPONENT 
ANALYSIS 
In this section, precordial lead reconstruction from a reduced set of leads is considered. 
We propose the use of independent component analysis to train patient-specific transforms from a 
reduced lead set to the six precordial leads of the standard 12-lead electrocardiogram. The 
proposed approach is applied to a publicly available database comprising 549 ECG recordings of 
patients with varying cardiovascular conditions. The fidelity of reconstruction is measured using 
percent correlation between the actual and reconstructed signals following a 30 seconds time 
lapse. The mean correlation is over 95% with a standard deviation under 12.7% for all 
reconstructed leads. The results demonstrate the potential of the suggested approach to provide a 
reliable solution to precordial leads reconstruction. This research was presented at the 33rd 
International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society in 2011.1 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most common procedure for diagnosing 
cardiovascular problems and a critical tool for long-term monitoring of patients.19 While most 
physicians prefer the diagnostic capabilities of traditional 12-lead systems, it is commonly not 
fully implemented for patient comfort and caregiver convenience. 
Of the 10 electrodes used in a 12-lead system, the most problematic are the unipolar leads 
across the precordium, of which leads V3 and V4 can complicate diagnostic procedures, such as 
echocardiograms and chest x-rays, and the life-saving procedure of defibrillation.20 Since the 
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precordial leads have substantial redundant information due to proximity and since their sources 
can be approximated by a dipole, they are prime candidates for reduction by ICA. 
In this section, we propose and investigate reconstructing precordial leads in a patient-
specific approach from their underlying sources using ICA. We are unaware of previous attempts 
to use ICA for ECG lead reconstruction.  
The rest of the section consists of an overview of the Proposed Method in Section 3.2, a 
summary of the Results in Section 3.3 when applying the approach to a well-known and publicly 
available ECG database, a Discussion in Section 3.4, and the Conclusion in Section 3.5.  
 
3.2 PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed precordial lead reconstruction follows a multi-stage approach. First, 
preprocessing is performed on the ECG signal to condition it and to locate the QRS complexes. 
Next, a training sequence is performed to obtain a set of patient-specific transforms () from the 
independent sources of the precordial leads () to the full set () as seen in (3.1). Then, the excess 
electrodes may be removed and the algorithm will continue to reconstruct the missing leads. In 
what follows, each step is described in more detail. 
 
   =   (3.1) 
 
ECG Dataset and Preprocessing 
The work presented in this paper used the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) 
diagnostic ECG database as made available through PhysioNet.21 The database contains 549 ECG 
recordings from 290 subjects with a variety of diagnostic classes: 52 as healthy controls, 148 as 
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myocardial infarctions, and the remainder with other cardiac diagnoses. For each recording, the 
12 traditional and three Frank leads were captured simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 
1 kHz. 
The preprocessing stage encompasses two steps: filtering and beat detection. A set of 
cascading digital filters were used. The first was a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency (@A) of 
0.5 Hz to remove the baseline drift. The second was a low-pass filter with an @Aof 150 Hz to 
reduce the amount of noise in the signal. Both filters were developed to meet AHA standards 
(outlined in [19]) using the Parks-McClellan algorithm.22 The filtered signal was then put through 
a QRS detection algorithm similar to the Pan-Tompkins QRS detection algorithm. A moving 
average of 100 samples (100 ms) was taken of the square of the approximate derivative as 
obtained with the function seen below: 
 
 [B( = −[B − 10( − 2[B − 5( + 2[B + 5( + [B + 10( (3.2) 
 
The resulting function was normalized and the peaks were found that had a value above 
the threshold of 0.125 and that occurred at least 200 ms from the previous peak. This length of 
time was selected because it is the minimum time between beats due to physiological limitations. 
Once the peaks were found, the beat domain was defined as spanning three-eighths the time 
between the current and previous peak and five-eighths the time between the current and next 
peak.  
 
Transform Training Sequence 
Leads V2 and V5 were used to reconstruct the other precordial leads due to their 
preferred use in past lead reconstruction work23-25 and because we observed high levels of 
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correlation between the ICs of various sets of precordial leads with those of V2 and V5. Using 
ICA over the two leads generated two ICs, which represent the underlying sources as a dipole.  
For training, we made use of all six precordial leads. The first valid beat was used as a 
training sequence to determine a transform between the ICs of leads V2 and V5 and the missing 
precordial leads V1, V3, V4, and V6. First, each lead had the mean removed and was normalized 
to unit variance. Then, the 4-by-2 mixing matrix was generated to reconstruct the four missing 
leads from the pair of ICs generated from leads V2 and V5. It was obtained by performing 
FastICA14 on several sets of lead combinations that had previously shown to produce ICs that 
were highly correlated to those of leads V2 and V5. As part of the ICA solving procedure, mixing 
matrices are generated that relate the observations and ICs as seen in (3.1). The coefficients that 
make up the mixing matrices of (V1,V5), (V3,V5), (V2,V4), and (V2,V6) were used to create a 
new mixing matrix that could reconstruct V1, V3, V4, and V6, respectively. For example, the 
application of ICA to leads V1 and V5 resulted in the square mixing matrix as seen in (3.3). The 
elements relating to V1 were placed into a new 4-by-2 mixing matrix, which can reconstruct all 
missing leads from a set of ICs (3.4). 
 
GH)HIJ = K2H) LH)2HI LHIM KNO)NO$M 
 
PH)H?H!HQR = S
2H) LH)2H? LH?2H! LH!2HQ LHQT K
NO)NO$M 
 
Due to the non-ordered and sign-independent nature of ICA, the leads were sorted based 
upon the correlations of each lead combination’s set of ICs with the (V2,V5) IC pair. The sorted 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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reconstruction mixing matrix, the original ICs of V2 and V5, and the transform matrix between 
the ICs and (V2,V5) were saved for future use. 
 
Reconstruction Sequence 
For reconstruction, we used leads V2 and V5 to reconstruct all other precordial leads. 
Each beat after the training sequence was handled in the following manner. The mean of the beat 
was removed and the variance normalized. Then, ICA was performed on V2 and V5, but instead 
of using a random initial mixing matrix for the iterative solving procedure in the FastICA 
algorithm, the original transform matrix was provided as an initial guess. This helped direct the 
solution to a similar set of ICs and shortened the time of convergence. 
Even though an initial guess was provided, the FastICA algorithm occasionally 
converged to a switched or negative IC pair, which was sorted in the following manner. The 
resulting IC pair and the original ICs that were generated during training were downsampled by a 
factor of 5 and compared. A correlation function was formed that was the sum of the absolute 
value of the correlations for the two possible configurations of ICs: 
  
          Config. 1       Config. 2 
K|NO)0||NO$0|M ≈ K|NO)||NO$|M          K|NO)0||NO$0|M ≈ K|NO$||NO)|M 
 
Since the ICs were expected to match each other, configuration 1 was given a preferential 
weight of 1.25. The two functions were compared by the above metric and the set that had a 
higher maximum correlation was selected. The index of the maximum and individual correlation 
functions were used to determine if inverting the sign of the IC was required. Using the sorted ICs 
(3.5) 
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and the sorted reconstruction mixing matrix from the training sequence, V1, V3, V4, and V6 were 
reconstructed from the ICs of (V2,V5) using (3.4). 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Comparisons of actual precordial leads and those reconstructed from the ICs 
of leads V2 and V5. This patient (s0055) had the closest correlation values across all 
precordial leads to the mean of the database at 30 seconds after the training period 
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Method of Comparison 
In order to compare the actual lead signals to the reconstructed signals, a percent 
correlation (W) was utilized as the figure of merit, which resembles the similarity coefficient used 
in [25]. The percent correlation metric was calculated per lead in the following manner: 
 
 W = ∑ YZY[Z\Z]+^∑ YZ8\Z]+ ^∑ Y[Z8\Z]+ × 100% (3.6) 
 
where the index value a  represents the samples within a beat of length b  samples, ;c  is the 
original ECG signal, and ;[c is the reconstructed ECG signal. A value of 100% represents perfect 
correlation between the two signals while lower values indicate a worse timing alignment. 
Correlation was used instead of other measures such as Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) 
because correlation speaks to how well the timing of the signals is aligned rather than the absolute 
value. In many applications of ECG, these timing features are much more critical than absolute 
values. 
The original and reconstructed waveforms were compared at several time instances after 
the training sequence and the percent correlation values were plotted on a histogram. This 
allowed for a direct, visual comparison of the changes in the fidelity of reconstruction over time. 
 
3.3 RESULTS 
We ran the precordial lead reconstruction algorithm over 548 of the 549 recordings in the 
PTB database from the beat immediately following the training sequence (t=0 sec) to the beat that 
occurred 30 seconds (t=30 sec) after the training sequence. One patient (s0377) was not used 
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because the V1 lead was removed mid-recording. The histogram of the correlations can be seen in 
Figure 3-2 and the statistically summary of the distributions can be found in Table 3-1.  
 
Table 3-1 
Statistics of correlations between actual and reconstructed leads for precordial lead 
reconstruction using the reduced lead set: leads V2 and V5 
Time V1 V3 V4 V6 
0 sec µ (σ) 91.7 (12.4) 97.5 (4.8) 95.8 (7.6) 96.8 (4.7) 
30 sec µ (σ) 91.5 (12.6) 97.0 (7.4) 95.2 (8.9) 96.5 (5.0) 
 
 
All leads were reconstructed with a high average correlation percentage and low 
variance. Leads V3 and V6 had the best reconstructions on average (all above 96.4% for both 0 
and 30 sec), followed by lead V4 (above 95.2% for both 0 and 30 sec). Lead V1 was 
reconstructed with the lowest average correlation percentage (over 91.5% for both 0 and 30 sec) 
and the largest standard deviation (under 12.7% for both 0 and 30 sec). This was expected as 
problems in the atrium have a stronger effect on the signal recorded by lead V1 than the other 
precordial leads due to V1’s proximity to that region of the heart.20 V1 was the most problematic 
to construct in past works as well.20,25 
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Figure 3-2 Histograms of the reconstruction correlation percentages for each of the 
reconstructed leads. 
 
We found that the algorithm had difficulty accurately reconstructing irregular beats that 
were not present in the training sequence. This was due to either a change in ICs or an error in the 
sorting process and was most common in patients with dysrhythmia. When the irregular beats 
were reconstructed, they looked differently than the typical heartbeat of the patient but did not 
necessarily have the exact shape of the actual irregular beat. 
Figure 3-1 presents an illustrative case of reconstruction of a patient 30 seconds after the 
training sequence occurred. For presenting an unbiased sample, we chose to present a pulse with 
reconstruction quality that most closely matches the mean correlation percentages, rather than the 
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best reconstructed pulse. Due to the locations of V2 and V5, the interpolated leads, V3 and V4, 
were reconstructed the best and the extrapolated leads, V1 and V6, had larger reconstruction 
error. If the patient had been diagnosed with a problem in the atrium rather than an anterior 
myocardial infarction, the reconstruction of lead V1 would have been much worse. 
 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
The algorithm was tested up to 30 seconds after the training period, but even in that short 
amount of time, we were able to observe the adaptive nature of ICA. The reconstruction mixing 
matrix from the ICs to the precordial leads remained constant but the transform from (V2,V5) to 
their ICs changed with each beat. This feature results in a time-adapting and patient-specific 
transform from (V2,V5) to the other precordials that can effectively adapt to changing beat 
patterns. This is a clear advantage over static linear transformations. 
Although the precordial reconstruction worked on the majority of patients with a high 
level of fidelity, the system is susceptible to errors when patients have atrial conditions, which are 
most strongly detected in lead V1.20 Since the reconstruction is based on the signals recorded at 
V2 and V5, an issue that is present in lead V1 may not be accurately reconstructed. On the other 
hand, an error in lead V2 or V5 will cause an error to be propagated across all reconstructed 
leads. For patients who have displayed signs of dysrhyhmias or have atrial conditions, it is 
suggested that lead V1 is not removed from the patient since it cannot be reliably reconstructed 
and is important for accurate diagnosis. This can be checked in the initial training phase when all 
six precordial leads are attached. The electrodes for lead V1, V3, V4, and V6 are removed after 
the transforms have been developed in the training phase. 
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Due to a lack in consistent methods and metrics in previously published works, our 
reconstruction results are difficult to compare to other studies. Nelwan et al.23 performed 
reconstruction of four missing precordial leads from V2 and V5 and found a median correlation 
of 0.964 for a general set of coefficients and 0.994 for a patient-specific set. These numbers are 
high for several reasons: first, they present the median correlation instead of the average, reducing 
the effect of outliers that were present in our results; second, the ECG waveforms that were used 
were the median complexes about a certain time; and third, all patients were of the same 
diagnostic class and the most difficult to reconstruct, patients with arrhymias and left bundle 
branch blocks, were excluded from the reconstruction test. In other work, the improved EASI 
coefficients as derived by [26] were used to reconstruct the precordials with varying degrees of 
success. The average correlations across the precordials with the improved coefficients range 
from 0.919 to 0.941, which fall below our calculated average correlation of 0.950. Also, our 
correlation calculations do not include leads V2 or V5, which would have perfect correlation 
because they did not need to be reconstructed. 
We performed our analysis on an offline database. When ICA is to be performed online, 
computational complexity should be considered as well. Considering available computational 
power on a host computer for processing the ECG signals and the fact that ICA has to be 
performed once for every heartbeat, we do not identify a practical limit on performing ICA online 
for lead reconstruction. 
3.5 CONCLUSION 
In this section, we presented a novel ICA-based patient-specific method for 
reconstructing precordial leads from the ICs of V2 and V5. The reduced number of leads 
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increases patient comfort and accessibility to the chest for diagnostic procedures, and unlike some 
other reduced lead systems, it utilizes electrode placements that caregivers already know. 
Our results show that patient-specific transform generation using ICA is an improvement 
over the static linear transforms that are currently under research. It possesses the ability to 
reconstruct all of the precordial leads from leads V2 and V5 and can adapt its transforms over 
time. 
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4. RECONSTRUCTING A CLINICAL 12-LEAD 
ECG USING INDEPENDENT COMPONENT 
ANALYSIS 
This section describes and evaluates a method for 12-lead ECG reconstruction from a 
3-lead set. The method makes use of independent component analysis and results in adaptive and 
patient-specific transforms. The method is implemented using two sets of 3 leads: leads I, II, V2 
and the Frank XYZ leads. Performance is evaluated via percent correlation calculations between 
reconstructed and original leads from a publicly available database of 549 recordings and 
compared against Dawson’s Universal Transform10 and patient-specific transforms. Results 
depict percent correlation between reconstructed and original leads, which exceed 95% for almost 
all leads. Adaptability of the method’s transform is shown to compensate for changes in signal 
propagation conditions implying that the method is robust to electrode misplacement and changes 
over time. This implies that the method is robust to changes that occur after the time of 
calibration. This work has been accepted for publication in the IEEE Journal of Biomedical and 
Health Informatics.2 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The 12-lead electrocardiogram aids cardiologists in the diagnosis of heart conditions. The 
data from a 12-lead ECG is quite redundant, though. Many leads can be reconstructed with a very 
high degree of accuracy from other leads in the set. This has been the basis for reduced lead 
systems developed in the past.9-11,23,24 The basic idea is to provide a clinical 12-lead ECG using as 
little as 3 leads. Fewer leads increases the comfort of patients and decreases the time a caregiver 
must spend on setting up an ECG system. A common assumption in previous lead reconstruction 
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work was that the signals from the heart propagate in a homogenous medium, which allows for 
the use of linear transformation in the form of matrices to translate reduced lead observations to 
the full 12-lead ECG.  
In this section, we propose, analyze, and evaluate a patient-specific, adaptive 12-lead 
reconstruction method based on independent component analysis (ICA). The 12-lead ECG is 
reconstructed from a set of 3 leads. As with other patient-specific transforms, the proposed 
method relies on calibration of a transform matrix to a specific patient. In contradistinction to 
previous transforms, the proposed method adapts to compensate for changes in signal propagation 
conditions from the time of calibration. We are unaware of previous work making use of 
transforms that adapt over time to reconstruct a 12-lead ECG from a reduced lead set. 
In Section 3, ICA was applied to reconstructing precordial ECG leads from V2 and V5. 
In this contribution, that initial concept was used as a base to derive a new method for a complete 
12-lead ECG reconstruction from a three lead set. This method uses an improved calibration 
technique to customize the reconstruction transforms per patient and produces much better 
results. Two different reduced lead sets were investigated: leads I, II, and V2 and Frank XYZ 
leads. Performance of both sets was evaluated over the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt 
database (PTBDB) as made available through PhysioNet.21 In addition, the adaptability of the 
method’s transform to signal propagation conditions is demonstrated over a long period of time. 
4.2 PROPOSED METHOD 
The first stage of the proposed method consists of basic preprocessing in which the ECG 
waveform is filtered and the QRS complexes are identified. Next, a training sequence consisting 
of a single beat creates a patient-specific transform that relates the ICs from the reduced lead set 
to the 12 to-be-reconstructed leads. After the training sequence, all electrodes that are not part of 
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the reduced lead set may be removed. The overall flow of the proposed method can be seen in 
Figure 4.1 and each step is described in more detail in the following subsections. 
 
 
Figure 4-1. Flow diagram of proposed method for 12-lead ECG reconstruction from a 
reduced lead set using ICA 
 
 
Signal Preprocessing 
The first preprocessing stage includes band-pass filtering of the ECG waveforms. Two 
digital filters were developed using the Parks-McClellan algorithm.27 The first is a high-pass filter 
with the end of the stop band at a frequency of 0.5 Hz to remove any DC offset and baseline drift. 
The second is a low-pass filter with the start of the stop band at 150 Hz to reduce the amount of 
high-frequency noise in the signal. The filters were cascaded and the specific frequencies were 
selected to meet the American Heart Association (AHA) standards.19 
The second preprocessing stage was designed to perform QRS detection. The detection 
algorithm is similar to the Pan-Tompkins QRS detection algorithm.22 A 100 ms moving average 
is taken of the square of the approximate derivative and is obtained with (4.1). 
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[B( = −[B − 10( − 2[B − 5( + 2[B + 5( + [B + 10( (4.1) 
 
The resulting function ([B() is normalized and any peak that has a value above the 
threshold of 0.125 and occurs at least 200 ms from the previous peak is marked as a QRS 
complex. The 200 ms wait was selected because the heart cannot beat faster due to physiological 
limitations. Once the QRS complexes are located, the beat domain is defined as spanning three-
eighths the time between the current and previous peak and five-eighths the time between the 
current and next peak. 
 
Transform Training Sequence 
ICA is applied to a single detected beat. The ICs are extracted from the reduced 3-lead set 
resulting in: 
 
	d = eYfgh =  = e
2Y LY /Y2f Lf /f2g Lg /gh e
NO)NO$NO?h 
 
where 	d is a matrix of the observations from the reduced lead set,  is the mixing matrix, and  is the set of ICs generated from the reduced lead set using ICA. 
Next, the patient specific 12-by-3 reconstruction transform matrix (i ) is derived by 
using the pseudo-inverse matrix: 
 
  i = jklmmn) (4.3) 
 
(4.2) 
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where jkl  is a matrix of the observed 12-leads during the single detected beat (each row is 
comprised of samples of a single lead taken during the training beat). At this point the excess 
electrodes may be removed from the patient since they can be reconstructed by the previously 
mentioned transform and the ICs generated from a reduced lead set. 
 
Reconstruction Sequence 
The 3 lead set that was used for training is also used for the reconstruction of the missing 
leads. ICs are generated from a one-beat segment of the reduced lead set using ICA with an initial 
guess of the initial mixing matrix that was found during the training phase. This starting point 
helps the algorithm to converge to a more consistent ordering and orientation of ICs. 
A known problem with ICA is the ordering of ICs. The ICs may alternate row positions 
in , which would be compensated for by corresponding changes in the matrix . To fix the 
ordering problem, ICs are sorted based upon the correlation of the current set of ICs with the 
original set, i.e. the ordering which correlates the best with the ICs obtained upon training is 
chosen. To reconstruct the missing leads, the sorted ICs were left-multiplied by the reconstruction 
transform as seen in (4.4). 
 
i = S ⋮HQT = i = S
22 LL //⋮2HQ ⋮LHQ ⋮/HQT e
NO)NO$NO?h 
 
where  now represents the ICs obtained by applying ICA to the current beat and i holds the 12 
reconstructed leads. 
The adaptability of the transforms stems from the fact that although the patient specific 
reconstruction matrix i  does not change after training, the matrix   obtained by the ICA 
(4.4) 
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algorithm per detected beat does vary. The result is that changes in   across detected beats 
compensate for changes in the reduced lead set observations due to variability in signal 
propagation conditions. This will be demonstrated in a following section. 
 
Performance Evaluation 
Two sets of reduced leads were evaluated: leads I, II, and V2 and the Frank XYZ leads. 
The set comprising leads I, II and V2 was chosen due to a high degree of orthogonality between 
the limb leads and V2, which suggests that more information can be obtained. This lead set 
represents a scenario in which the method could be easily integrated into current hospital setups 
as leads I, II, and V2 are standard electrode locations. The Frank XYZ lead set was chosen due to 
the appeal of using differential measurements, which are much more convenient to acquire 
compared to single-ended measurements, especially when considering a wireless ECG system. 
The ICA algorithm used to find the ICs throughout the evaluation was the FastICA algorithm.14 
The two sets were evaluated using recordings from the PTB diagnostic ECG database as 
made available through PhysioNet.21 The database consists of 549 ECG recordings from 290 
subjects with a variety of diagnostic classes: 52 healthy controls, 148 myocardial infarctions, and 
the remainder with other cardiac diagnoses. For each recording, the three limb, three augmented, 
six precordial, and three Frank leads were captured simultaneously at a sampling frequency of 1 
kHz. 
The figure of merit used for comparing the actual results to reconstructed results was a 
percent correlation (W) metric, which was the same metric used in Section 3 and similar to the 
metric seen in [25]. It was calculated as seen in (3.6). A perfect match in the timing of the two 
signals would correspond to a ρ value of 100%. The timing is oftentimes more crucial to a correct 
diagnosis than the absolute value of a result. 
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Both reduced lead sets were used for reconstruction over the entire PTB database and the 
reconstructed leads were compared to the original leads using the percent correlation as shown in 
(4.5). Percent correlation between the first beat after the training sequence (t = 0 sec) and a beat 
30 seconds after the training sequence (t = 30 sec) was derived across reconstructed leads and 
across patients and the mean and standard deviation were extracted per lead. 
4.3 RESULTS 
Reduced lead set: Lead I, Lead II, Lead V2 
In initial tests, different sets of limb leads generated identical ICs, which was likely due 
to the fact that they were physically connected in the hospital setting. Because leads I, II, and III 
were exchangeable, leads I and II were arbitrarily selected. These leads captured cardiac 
information in the frontal plane. The third lead in the set was required to capture data normal to 
that plane. Lead V2 was selected as it was the most orthogonal precordial lead and had been used 
before.23 The reduced lead set of lead I, II, and V2 covered all orientations of the heart. 
The reconstructed leads were compared with the original leads using W as defined in (3.5) 
using histograms to evaluate the distributions. We found that an overwhelming majority of 
reconstruction instances exhibited very high W for all reconstructed leads. This was the case for 
reconstruction at both time instances, suggesting accurate reconstruction across time. A summary 
of the results is provided in Table 4-1, where the mean µ and standard deviation σ were 
calculated over the entire dataset. The limb and augmented leads initially provided nearly perfect 
reconstructions with average W values of 99.9% to 100.0% for leads III, AVR, AVL, and AVF 
and 94.9% to 98.1% for V1, V3, V4, V5, and V6. After 30 seconds, the reconstruction accuracy 
for all leads was still high. Due to the spatial proximity of leads V1 and V3 to a lead from the 
reduced set (V2), they were reconstructed more accurately than V4-V6. The lower reconstruction 
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correlations of leads V4-V6 suggest that the limb leads cannot as accurately reconstruct the 
precordial leads and that a reduced lead set containing more than one precordial lead could be 
chosen to improve precordial lead reconstruction. Nonetheless, reconstruction accuracy is high 
across all leads.  
A typical example for 12-lead reconstruction is depicted in Figure 4-2. Note that a 
considerable amount of discrepancy between actual and reconstructed leads can be attributed to 
the difference in noise superimposed over the signals. 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Typical example of reconstructing 12-lead ECG with the proposed method 
using reduced lead set of I, II and V2. The blue curves are the original leads of patient 
S0009 and the red curves are the reconstructed versions. The average percent correlation 
across all leads is 97.99%. 
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Table 4-1 
Statistics of correlations between actual and reconstructed leads for reconstruction using 
the reduced lead set: leads I, II, and V2 
Time  III AVR AVL AVF 
0sec µ (σ) 100.0 (0.8) 100.0 (0.1) 99.9 (1.5) 99.9 (1.0) 
30sec µ (σ) 96.9 (10.1) 97.9 (9.7) 97.5 (8.9) 97.5 (8.0) 
 V1 V3 V4 V5 V6 
0sec 97.3 (4.6) 98.1 (2.9) 94.9 (2.9) 95.3 (5.4) 96.7 (4.7) 
30sec 96.0 (7.4) 96.3 (9.0) 92.8 (11.3) 93.3 (9.8) 95.1 (8.4) 
 
 
 
Table 4-2 
Statistics of correlations between actual and reconstructed leads for reconstruction using 
the reduced lead set: Frank’s XYZ leads 
Time  I II III AVR 
0sec µ (σ) 96.6 (4.1) 98.1 (3.8) 95.9 (6.2) 97.2 (4.7) 
30sec µ (σ) 95.5 (6.1) 96.6 (6.4) 93.5 (12.8) 96.3 (6.3) 
  AVL AVF V1 V2 
0sec µ (σ) 95.4 (5.7) 97.6 (4.5) 96.9 (5.0) 95.8 (5.5) 
30sec µ (σ) 93.3 (11.4) 95.4 (11.2) 95.5 (9.2) 94.4 (9.2) 
  V3 V4 V5 V6 
0sec µ (σ) 97.3 (4.0) 97.9 (4.3) 98.8 (2.3) 99.0 (1.6) 
30sec µ (σ) 95.9 (8.3) 96.7 (5.5) 97.7 (4.4) 97.8 (5.4) 
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Reduced lead set: Frank XYZ Leads 
The Frank XYZ lead set was also used for reconstruction. The reconstructed leads were 
compared with the original leads using W as defined in (3.5) using histograms to evaluate the 
distributions. Overall reconstruction accuracy is high across all leads and we observe the same 
overall trends as for the I, II, and V2 lead set. A summary of the results is provided in Table 4-2. 
Accuracy is slightly lower than for the previous set with the exception of leads V4-V6, where 
reconstruction is better. A typical example of reconstruction is provided in Figure 4-3. 
 
 
Figure 4-3. Typical example of reconstructing 12-lead ECG with the proposed method 
using reduced lead set of X, Y and Z. The blue curves are the original leads of patient 
S0001 and the red curves are the reconstructed versions. The average percent correlation 
across all leads is 96.73%. 
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Comparison with Fixed Transforms 
To evaluate the proposed method, we implemented two fixed transforms and compared 
their performance with that of the proposed method over the PTB diagnostic ECG database. The 
first transform was the Dower universal transform.9 The Dower transform is a standard transform 
that reconstructs a 12-lead electrocardiogram from a VCG lead set. The second transform was a 
patient-specific transform that was generated using linear regression. The linear-regression-
derived, patient-specific transform was generated using least squares estimation over the same 
training beat as used for generating the ICA transform. All three methods were used to 
reconstruct a full 12-lead ECG from the reduced lead set of Frank XYZ leads. 
After the preprocessing stage, the first beat of each patient was used to train the linear 
regression transform and ICA transform. All three methods were then used on all subsequent 
beats to reconstruct the full 12-lead ECG. If the minimum of the peak cross-correlation between 
the current set of ICs and the original ICs used for training was less than 0.9, then the beat was 
not reconstructed by any of the methods. Poor correlation between ICs likely indicates a fault in 
the ICA method caused by a convergence to an incorrect set of ICs or an error in the sorting of 
the ICs. ICA convergence can be improved using a more efficient ICA convergence algorithm. 
Since the focus of our investigation is ECG reconstruction and not ICA, we avoided beats that 
failed ICA convergence. Out of the entire database 42008 beats generated ICs with this level of 
correlation. These beats were used to evaluate all three transforms.  
The statistical mean and standard deviation over all reconstructed beats is summarized in 
Table 4-3. As expected, the universal transform provides poor results compared to the two patient 
specific transforms. Both patient specific transforms perform very well with percent correlation 
higher than 96% across almost all leads. 
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Table 4-3 
Statistics of correlations between actual and reconstructed leads across entire database using Frank’s XYZ 
leads and three reconstruction matrices: universal transform, patient specific linear regression and adaptive 
ICA. Each table entry represents µ (σ) (mean and standard deviation). 
Matrix  I II III AVR 
Universal µ (σ) 89.7 (24.8) 95.7 (8.6) 82.7 (21.9) 90.4 (20.2) 
Linear µ (σ) 96.3 (7.1) 97.8 (8.1) 96.1 (6.3) 97.1 (7.6) 
ICA µ (σ) 96.0 (3.9) 97.4 (4.6) 95.4 (5.2) 96.8 (4.0) 
 
 AVL AVF V1 V2 
Universal µ (σ) 77.9 (27.6) 93.5 (10.1) 89.8 (14.6) 36.7 (46.8) 
Linear µ (σ) 95.1 (7.2) 97.5 (7.7) 97.2 (5.3) 96.1 (6.1) 
ICA µ (σ) 94.7 (5.3) 96.9 (4.0) 96.9 (3.5) 95.8 (4.2) 
 
 V3 V4 V5 V6 
Universal µ (σ) 80.6 (21.6) 77.8 (30.7) 89.8 (25.1) 92.4 (17.7) 
Linear µ (σ) 97.5 (3.5) 97.9 (4.1) 98.6 (2.6) 98.8 (2.7) 
ICA µ (σ) 97.0 (3.0) 97.2 (4.1) 97.8 (3.2) 98.2 (2.5) 
 
The linear regression transform provides slightly higher average accuracy compared to 
the ICA transform across some of the leads. However, note that the standard deviation of the ICA 
transform is noticeably lower than the standard deviation of the linear regression transform (with 
the exception of lead V5). This indicates that that the ICA transform’s average performance is 
more representative of its instantaneous performance. While there are beats for which the linear 
regression transform performs very well, there are also cases where is performs poorly. This 
result implies that the ICA transform adapts to changes in signal propagation conditions across 
beats and thus could provide a more reliable reconstruction. We elaborate on more results 
supporting this premise next. 
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Adaptability of the Transform 
We observed that transform  for extracting the ICs from the observations changed over 
time. An example is provided in Figure 4-4 where the nine coefficients of  are presented over 
time for patient s0404lrem from the database. It is clear that coefficients change their values 
periodically and that the rate of change is approximately 10 cycles per minute. We speculate that 
the coefficients are changing to compensate for the periodic changes in signal propagation 
conditions from the heart to the electrodes caused by breathing. We evaluated the stationarity of 
the ICs by finding the correlation between ICs from beats across the breathing cycle and found 
that it is close to one. This is suggestive that the ICs are indeed stationary. More research is 
required to fully understand the adaptability of the transform. 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Adaptability of coefficients of mixing matrix  for patient s0404lrem. The 
frequency is approximately 10 cycles per minute. 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 
An adaptive patient-specific method of reconstructing 12-lead ECG from a reduced set of 
3-lead based on ICA was proposed. The method was investigated using two sets of three leads: 
leads I, II, and V2 and Frank’s XYZ leads. Performance was evaluated over a publicly available 
database of 549 ECG recordings.  
The proposed method was shown to generate highly similar and reproducible ICs and 
provided very accurate reconstruction from both sets of leads. The ability to accurately 
reconstruct a 12-lead ECG using Frank’s XYZ leads is particularly promising due to its 
applicability for wireless ECG systems where differential measurements must be taken without 
common ground. 
Not only does the proposed method utilize a patient-specific transform from the ICs to 
the conventional leads, but the transform from observation points to ICs were shown to adapt 
over time. This is useful in removing the changes caused by breathing or patient posture. It could 
also prove useful for extracting vital signs such as breathing rate. 
The reconstruction accuracy was evaluated for a time lapse of 30 seconds since training. 
Publicly available ECG databases have relatively short timespans, which limited our ability to 
evaluate stationarity of ICs over longer periods. Future research would include clinical trials to 
gather ECG data recorded over longer timespans and reconstruction accuracy would be evaluated 
accordingly. This is crucial for understanding the limits of the proposed method, i.e. determining 
how frequently one must train the matrix from ICs to a 12-lead representation.  
In initial observations, we found that the ICs also exhibit stationarity across the skin. This 
implies that future research should evaluate the ability of the proposed method to compensate for 
electrode misplacement. If substantial electrode misplacement can be tolerated, the method could 
also prove useful in reconstructing a 12-lead ECG from arbitrary placement of electrodes across 
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the body. This could prove extremely useful as it would introduce a degree of freedom in 
selecting electrode placement based on specific application needs. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This research has proved out the concept of using independent component analysis (ICA) 
to reconstruct electrocardiogram (ECG) leads from a reduced lead set. By generating a transform 
that related the independent sources (ICs) to the observed leads over a short training sequence, all 
12 leads were reconstructed with an average reconstruction correlation greater than 95% between 
the generated an observed waveforms. The correlations from the ICA reconstruction method were 
higher than those of the universal method and statistically equivalent to the patient-specific 
method. While the standard linear transforms always generate reconstructions, the ICA 
reconstruction relies on convergence and sorting, both sources of failure which must be overcome 
if ICA is to gain more widespread acceptance.  
FastICA functions by converging to a set of sources of least Gaussianity as defined by a 
combination of kurtosis and negentropy. The reconstruction algorithm depends heavily on the 
consistent generation of independent sources, which represent the same sources within the heart. 
If the FastICA algorithm converges to a different set of sources, then the transform, which was 
initially developed for a different set of transforms, will fail to accurately reproduce the missing 
leads. Also, since the output of any ICA algorithm is a set of truly independent sources, the 
ordering and sign of the sources can change. These changes would be reflected in the mixing 
matrix, and if left unattended, misordered or inverted ICs would generate highly inaccurate 
reconstructions with the static, linear transform. An additional problem is introduced when the 
heart has a fundamentally different contraction, such as with an arrhythmia. Confirmation that the 
independent sources represent the same set of information for the normal and irregular beats must 
be reached. A potential solution to the convergence problem is to use constrained ICA (cICA) to 
help guide the algorithm to the correct solution. cICA can make use of a priori information about 
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the heart and ICs to assist the convergence process, producing more consistent representations of 
the electrical information within cardiac tissue. A consistent, high reconstruction accuracy in the 
hospital and lab setting will bring acceptance to the concept of reconstruction with ICA, but in 
order to fully validate the applicability of ICA, a larger study must be performed over long 
periods of time and with patients in a variety of postures and activity levels. 
A change from lying prone to sitting up significantly changes the ECG waveforms. Thus, 
in the ICA reconstruction method as well as all others, training a reconstruction transform while 
the subject is in a specific posture may provide good reconstruction accuracy while they are in 
that posture but would likely generate a transform inadequate for reconstructing leads when the 
patient assumes a different posture. This is especially true for the majority of transforms, which 
remain constant after training, and therefore do not have the capability to adapt to varying 
propagation conditions caused by changes in the surrounding tissue or heart position and 
orientation. ICA has been shown to be able to negate some of these changes, such as the 
expansion of the thorax while breathing, and therefore, would result in reconstruction results that 
accurately reflect the condition of the heart on all 12-leads but do not match accurately with the 
original leads, which are affected by the changes in propagation. Additional research should be 
performed that examines the effects of posture on reconstruction. 
 The ICA lead reconstruction algorithm has proven its ability to reconstruct missing ECG 
leads with a high degree of accuracy.  In addition to its promise in the lead reconstruction field, 
ICA may also be applied to ECG systems today in potentially revolutionary ways in physiological 
monitoring by providing insight into breathing rate, reducing or eliminating noise for a particular 
lead, and correcting for potential misplacement. A durable, adaptive algorithm such as this also 
opens the door to an easy form of remote monitoring, where patients can place their own leads 
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and achieve a satisfactory ECG for a cardiologist half a world away. Additional work is needed to 
make the algorithm more robust, but this is the first step towards a new future. 
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APPENDIX A  
MATLAB CODE FOR 12-LEAD ECG RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% ICA_Linear_Universal_12leadComparison.m 
% By Michael Ostertag 
% 
% Performs lead reconstruction using from the ICs of reduced lead set (I, 
% II, V2) or Frank XYZ. This algorithm uses the Dower universal transform, 
% a patient-specific linear transform, and a method using independent 
% component analysis (ICA) to reconstruct all missing leads from the lead 
% sets on a beat-by-beat basis, which were found using a modified Pan- 
% Thompkins QRS detection algorithm. The patient-specific linear and ICA 
% algorithms use the first beat for training and reconstruct all others 
% after. The reconstructed leads are compared to the actual leads using 
% percent correlation, which is stored in an output variable along with the 
% time of the beat. 
% 
% The FastICA package used in this Matlab script was developed by Hugo  
% Gävert, Jarmo Hurri, Jaakko Särelä, and Aapo Hyvärinen and can be 
% downloaded from http://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica/. 
% 
% CONTROLS 
%   DEBUG: If DEBUG is set to 1 in the setup cell, plots of all ICs, 
%        IC sorting, and lead reconstruction is shown. 
% 
%   FINDAVG: If FINDAVG is set to 1 in the setup cell, the algorithm will 
%        not store the correlation between original and reconstructed leads 
%        but is instead intended to be used to find examples of "average" 
%        reconstructions. 
% 
%   database_select: This is used to select between the original PTBDB and 
%        a filtered version (0.5 Hz to 150 Hz). 
% 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
%% SETUP 
% 
clear 
close 
clc 
  
DEBUG = 0; 
FINDAVG = 0; 
  
addpath 'FastICA_25' 
  
% Choose to use either original 'PTB ECG Database' (1) or 
% 'Filtered_Database' (2) 
database_select = 2; 
  
acceptableICCorrcoef = 0.9; 
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acceptableBeats_V2 = 0; 
acceptableBeats_VCG = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_V2 = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_VCG = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_V2_ICA = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_VCG_ICA = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_V2_other = 0; 
unacceptableBeats_VCG_other = 0; 
  
switch database_select 
    case 1 
        % Add the PTB Database 
        addpath 'PTB ECG Database' 
        % Obtain a list of all files 
        files = dir('PTB ECG Database'); 
        fs=1000; 
    case 2 
        % Add the Filtered Database 
        addpath 'Filtered_Database' 
        % Obtain a list of all files 
        files = dir('Filtered_Database'); 
        fs=1000; 
end 
  
num = 0; 
for n = 1:length(files)   
    % Use only the .mat files 
    [~,~,fileExt] = fileparts(files(n).name); 
    if ~strcmp(fileExt, '.mat') 
        continue; 
    end 
    num = num + 1; 
end 
  
if ~FINDAVG 
    results_ICA_VCG(1).filename = ' '; 
    results_ICA_VCG(num,1).data = -ones(13,1); 
  
    results_ICA_V2(1).filename = ' '; 
    results_ICA_V2(num,1).data = -ones(13,1); 
  
    results_Lin_VCG(1).filename = ' '; 
    results_Lin_VCG(num,1).data = -ones(13,1); 
  
    results_Lin_V2(1).filename = ' '; 
    results_Lin_V2(num,1).data = -ones(13,1); 
  
    results_Uni_VCG(1).filename = ' '; 
    results_Uni_VCG(num,1).data = -ones(13,1); 
end 
  
%% MAIN 
  
ind_V2 = [1:2,8]; 
ind_VCG = 13:15; 
  
leadTrans_Uni_VCG = [[0.632,0.235,-0.397,-0.434,0.515,-0.081,... 
    -0.515,0.044,0.882,1.213,1.125,0.831];... 
    [-0.235,1.066,1.301,-0.415,-0.768,1.184,0.157,0.164,0.098,0.127,... 
    0.127,0.076];... 
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    [0.059,-0.132,-0.191,0.037,0.125,-0.162,-0.917,-0.139,-1.277,-0.601,... 
    -0.086,0.230]]'; 
  
num = 0; 
% Perform the following on all patients 
for n = 1:length(files)   
    % Use only the .mat files 
    [~,filename,fileExt] = fileparts(files(n).name); 
    if ~strcmp(fileExt, '.mat') 
        continue; 
    end 
    num = num + 1; 
     
    tic 
    %% INITIALIZE 
    % 
    disp(num2str(n))   % Helps to keep track of progress 
     
    load(files(n).name);  % Load the patient data, which is stored in 'val' 
    patient = val(1:15,:); 
    ind_beat = findBeat(patient(1,:), fs); 
     
    try 
        %% ICA Section 
        % Determine transforms from three independent sources derived from 
        % the first beat to the remaining 12 with least squares estimation. 
         
        patient_n = normalizePower(patient(:,ind_beat(2):ind_beat(3))); 
  
        % Generate the initial ICs for training from leads X, Y, and Z 
        [IC_sig_V2i,A_V2i,~] = fastica(patient_n(ind_V2,:)); 
  
        % Determine transforms from the ICs to other leads using basic  
        % least squares (lead_trans)  
        leadTrans_ICA_V2 = patient_n(1:12,:)/IC_sig_V2i; 
         
        % No need to reconstruct leads that are still connected 
        leadTrans_ICA_V2(ind_V2,:) = 0;  
         
        patient_r = leadTrans_ICA_V2*IC_sig_V2i; 
        patient_r(ind_V2(1),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(1),:); 
        patient_r(ind_V2(2),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(2),:); 
        patient_r(ind_V2(3),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(3),:); 
         
        if ~FINDAVG 
            % Populate first data in storage structure 
            results_ICA_V2(num).filename = filename; 
            results_ICA_V2(num).data = NaN(13, length(ind_beat)-2); 
            results_ICA_V2(num).data(:,1) = [ind_beat(2)/fs; ... 
                calcCorrCoef(patient_n, patient_r)]; 
        end 
         
        % Generate the initial ICs for training from leads I, II, and V2 
        [IC_sig_VCGi,A_VCGi,~] = fastica(patient_n(ind_VCG,:)); 
  
        % Determine transforms from the ICs to other leads using basic  
        % leastsquares (lead_trans)  
        leadTrans_ICA_VCG = patient_n(1:12,:)/IC_sig_VCGi; 
        patient_r = leadTrans_ICA_VCG*IC_sig_VCGi; 
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        if ~FINDAVG 
            % Populate first data in storage structure 
            results_ICA_VCG(num).filename = filename; 
            results_ICA_VCG(num).data = NaN(13, length(ind_beat)-2); 
            results_ICA_VCG(num).data(:,1) = [ind_beat(2)/fs;... 
                calcCorrCoef(patient_n, patient_r)]; 
        end 
    catch exception 
        disp('** ICA failed during training. **') 
        continue; 
    end 
    try 
        %% Linear Transform (Benchmark) Section 
        % Determine transforms from three leads to remaining 12 with least 
        % squares estimation. 
         
        patient_o = patient(1:12, ind_beat(1):ind_beat(2)); 
  
        % Linear transform from a lead base of I, II, and V2 
        lead_base = patient(ind_V2, ind_beat(1):ind_beat(2)); 
        leadTrans_Lin_V2 = patient_o/lead_base; 
         
        % No need to reconstruct leads that are still connected 
        leadTrans_Lin_V2(ind_V2,:) = 0;  
         
        % Reconstruct all leads 
        patient_r = leadTrans_Lin_V2*lead_base; 
        patient_r(ind_V2(1),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(1),:); 
        patient_r(ind_V2(2),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(2),:); 
        patient_r(ind_V2(3),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(3),:); 
         
        if ~FINDAVG 
            % Populate first data in storage structure 
            results_Lin_V2(num).filename = filename; 
            results_Lin_V2(num).data = NaN(13, length(ind_beat)-2); 
            results_Lin_V2(num).data(:,1) = [ind_beat(2)/fs;... 
                calcCorrCoef(patient_o, patient_r)]; 
        end 
  
        % Linear transform from a lead base of X, Y, and Z 
        lead_base = patient(ind_VCG, ind_beat(1):ind_beat(2)); 
        leadTrans_Lin_VCG = patient_o/lead_base; 
        patient_r = leadTrans_Lin_VCG*lead_base; 
     
        if ~FINDAVG 
            % Populate first data in storage structure 
            results_Lin_VCG(num).filename = filename; 
            results_Lin_VCG(num).data = NaN(13, length(ind_beat)-2); 
            results_Lin_VCG(num).data(:,1) = [ind_beat(2)/fs;... 
                calcCorrCoef(patient_o, patient_r)]; 
        end 
         
        %% Universal Transform Section 
        lead_base = patient(ind_VCG, ind_beat(1):ind_beat(2)); 
        patient_r = leadTrans_Uni_VCG*lead_base; 
         
        if ~FINDAVG 
            results_Uni_VCG(num).filename = filename; 
            results_Uni_VCG(num).data = NaN(13, length(ind_beat)-2); 
            results_Uni_VCG(num).data(:,1) = [ind_beat(2)/fs;... 
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                calcCorrCoef(patient_o, patient_r)]; 
        end 
         
    catch exception 
        disp('** Benchmark failed during training. **') 
        continue; 
    end 
    %% Test area 
  
     
    %% RUN ON ALL PATIENT DATA 
    % 
     
    if FINDAVG 
        i_start = 3; 
        i_end = 6; 
    else 
        i_start = 3; 
        i_end = length(ind_beat)-1; 
    end 
     
    for i = i_start:i_end 
         
        try 
            patient_n = normalizePower(patient(:,ind_beat(i):... 
                ind_beat(i+1))); 
            patient_o = patient(:,ind_beat(i):ind_beat(i+1)); 
             
            %% V2 Section 
            % Generate the ICs from the new beat and reconstruct all leads  
            % using the initial matrix from training. If the correlation 
            % between the current, sorted ICs and the original ICs is worse 
            % than the variable 'acceptableICCorrcoef', then exclude the 
            % results from both the ICA and Benchmark version. 
  
            % Generate the ICs for reconstruction from leads I, II, and V2 
            [IC_sig_V2,A_V2,~] = fastica(patient_n(ind_V2,:)); 
             
            % Sort the ICs 
            if DEBUG 
                plotLeads(['ICs V2 Pre  #' num2str(num)],IC_sig_V2i,... 
                    IC_sig_V2, 1); 
            end 
            [sortTrans] = correctICs(IC_sig_V2i(:,1:5:end), ... 
                IC_sig_V2(:,1:5:end)); 
            IC_sig_V2 = sortTrans*IC_sig_V2; 
            if DEBUG 
                plotLeads(['ICs V2 Post #' num2str(num)],IC_sig_V2i,... 
                    IC_sig_V2, 2); 
            end 
             
            % Determine the lowest level of correlation between sorted ICs 
            IC_corrCoef = 1; 
            for ind_IC = 1:3 
                temp = xcov(IC_sig_V2(ind_IC,:), IC_sig_V2i(ind_IC,:))./... 
                    sqrt(max(xcov(IC_sig_V2(ind_IC,:)))*... 
                    max(xcov(IC_sig_V2i(ind_IC,:)))); 
                if max(temp) < IC_corrCoef 
                    IC_corrCoef = max(temp); 
                end 
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            end 
             
            % If lowest level of correlation between ICs is less than the 
            % acceptable level, fill the segment in with NaN values. 
            % Otherwise, determine the correlation coefficients between the 
            % reconstructed and original results and save them to the 
            % results table. 
            if IC_corrCoef < acceptableICCorrcoef 
                unacceptableBeats_V2 = unacceptableBeats_V2 + 1; 
                 
                results_ICA_V2(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
                results_Lin_V2(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
                 
            else 
                acceptableBeats_V2 = acceptableBeats_V2 + 1; 
                 
                patient_r = leadTrans_ICA_V2*IC_sig_V2; 
                patient_r(ind_V2(1),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(1),:); 
                patient_r(ind_V2(2),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(2),:); 
                patient_r(ind_V2(3),:) = patient_n(ind_V2(3),:); 
                 
                if DEBUG 
                    debug_temp = min(calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:),... 
                        patient_r)); 
                    if debug_temp < 0.8 
                        plotLeads(['ICs V2  #' num2str(num)],... 
                            IC_sig_V2i,IC_sig_V2, 1); 
                        plotLeads(['ICA V2  #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_n(1:12,:),patient_r, 2); 
                        disp(['V2 IC Corr     : ' num2str(IC_corrCoef)]) 
                        disp(['Min Reconst ICA: ' num2str(debug_temp)]) 
                        pause(1) 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                % When trying to find the average beat, don't save other 
                % data as it just takes up time. 
                if FINDAVG 
                    findavg_temp = mean(calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:),... 
                        patient_r)); 
                    fprintf('%0.2f  ', findavg_temp*100) 
                    if ( findavg_temp > 0.975 ) && ( findavg_temp < 0.985 ) 
                        plotLeads(['ICA V2 #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_n(1:12,:),patient_r, 2); 
                        pause(0.1)                  
                    end 
                else 
                    results_ICA_V2(num).data(:,i-1) = [ind_beat(i)/fs; ... 
                        calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:), patient_r)]; 
                end 
                 
                patient_r = leadTrans_Lin_V2*patient_o(ind_V2,:); 
                patient_r(ind_V2(1),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(1),:); 
                patient_r(ind_V2(2),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(2),:); 
                patient_r(ind_V2(3),:) = patient_o(ind_V2(3),:); 
                 
                if DEBUG 
                    if debug_temp < 0.8 
                        debug_temp = min(calcCorrCoef(patient_o(1:12,:),... 
                            patient_r)); 
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                        plotLeads(['Lin V2  #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_o(1:12,:),patient_r, 3); 
                        disp(['Min Reconst Lin: ' num2str(debug_temp)]) 
                        pause(0.1) 
                    end 
                end 
                 
                if ~FINDAVG 
                    results_Lin_V2(num).data(:,i-1) = [ind_beat(i)/fs; ... 
                        calcCorrCoef(patient_o(1:12,:), patient_r)]; 
                end 
                 
            end 
        catch exception 
            unacceptableBeats_V2 = unacceptableBeats_V2 + 1; 
            disp('** V2 lead set failed during processing. **') 
            if ~(size(IC_sig_V2,1) == 3) 
                unacceptableBeats_V2_ICA = unacceptableBeats_V2_ICA + 1; 
            else 
                unacceptableBeats_V2_other = unacceptableBeats_V2_other + 1; 
            end 
            if ~FINDAVG 
                results_ICA_V2(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
                results_Lin_V2(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
            end 
        end 
        try 
            %% VCG Section 
            % Generate the ICs from the new beat and reconstruct all leads  
            % using the initial matrix from training. If the correlation 
            % between the current, sorted ICs and the original ICs is worse 
            % than the variable 'acceptableICCorrcoef', then exclude the 
            % results from both the ICA and Benchmark version. 
  
            % Generate the ICs for reconstruction from leads X, Y, and Z 
            [IC_sig_VCG,A_VCG,~] = fastica(patient_n(ind_VCG,:)); 
             
            % Sort the ICs 
            if DEBUG 
                plotLeads(['ICs VCG Pre  #' num2str(num)],IC_sig_VCGi,... 
                    IC_sig_VCG, 1); 
            end 
            [sortTrans] = correctICs(IC_sig_VCGi(:,1:5:end), ... 
                IC_sig_VCG(:,1:5:end)); 
            IC_sig_VCG = sortTrans*IC_sig_VCG; 
            if DEBUG 
                plotLeads(['ICs VCG Post #' num2str(num)],IC_sig_VCGi,... 
                    IC_sig_VCG, 2); 
            end 
             
            % Determine the lowest level of correlation between sorted ICs 
            IC_corrCoef = 1; 
            for ind_IC = 1:3 
                temp = max(xcov(IC_sig_VCG(ind_IC,:), IC_sig_VCGi(ind_IC,:))... 
                    ./sqrt(max(xcov(IC_sig_VCG(ind_IC,:)))*... 
                    max(xcov(IC_sig_VCGi(ind_IC,:))))); 
                if temp < IC_corrCoef 
                    IC_corrCoef = temp; 
                end 
            end 
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            % If lowest level of correlation between ICs is less than the 
            % acceptable level, fill the segment in with NaN values. 
            % Otherwise, determine the correlation coefficients between the 
            % reconstructed and original results and save them to the 
            % results table. 
            if IC_corrCoef < acceptableICCorrcoef 
                unacceptableBeats_VCG = unacceptableBeats_VCG + 1; 
                if ~FINDAVG 
                    results_ICA_VCG(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
                    results_Lin_VCG(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
                end 
                 
            else 
                acceptableBeats_VCG = acceptableBeats_VCG + 1; 
                 
                patient_r = leadTrans_ICA_VCG*IC_sig_VCG; 
                 
                if DEBUG 
                    debug_temp = min(calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:),... 
                        patient_r)); 
                    if debug_temp < 0.8 
                        plotLeads(['ICs VCG #' num2str(num)],... 
                            IC_sig_VCGi,IC_sig_VCG, 1); 
                        plotLeads(['ICA VCG #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_n(1:12,:),patient_r, 2); 
                        disp(['VCG IC Corr    : ' num2str(IC_corrCoef)]) 
                        disp(['Min Reconst ICA: ' num2str(debug_temp)]) 
                    end 
                end 
                 
  
                % When trying to find the average beat, don't save other 
                % data as it just takes up time. 
                if FINDAVG 
                    findavg_temp = mean(calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:),... 
                        patient_r)); 
                    fprintf('%0.2f\n', findavg_temp*100) 
                    if ( findavg_temp > 0.962 ) && ( findavg_temp < 0.972 ) 
                        plotLeads(['ICA VCG #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_n(1:12,:),patient_r, 2); 
                        pause(0.1) 
                    end 
                else 
                    results_ICA_VCG(num).data(:,i-1) = [ind_beat(i)/fs; ... 
                        calcCorrCoef(patient_n(1:12,:), patient_r)]; 
                end 
                 
                patient_r = leadTrans_Lin_VCG*patient_o(ind_VCG,:); 
                 
                if DEBUG 
                    if debug_temp < 0.8 
                        debug_temp = min(calcCorrCoef(patient_o(1:12,:),... 
                            patient_r)); 
                        plotLeads(['Lin VCG #' num2str(num)],... 
                            patient_o(1:12,:),patient_r, 3); 
                        disp(['Min Reconst Lin: ' num2str(debug_temp)]) 
                        pause(0.1) 
                    end 
                end 
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                if ~FINDAVG 
                    results_Lin_VCG(num).data(:,i-1) = [ind_beat(i)/fs; ... 
                        calcCorrCoef(patient_o(1:12,:), patient_r)]; 
  
                    patient_r = leadTrans_Uni_VCG*patient_o(ind_VCG,:); 
  
                    results_Uni_VCG(num).data(:,i-1) = [ind_beat(i)/fs; ... 
                        calcCorrCoef(patient_o(1:12,:), patient_r)]; 
                end 
                 
            end 
         
        catch exception 
            unacceptableBeats_VCG = unacceptableBeats_VCG + 1; 
            disp('** VCG lead set failed during processing. **') 
            if ~(size(IC_sig_VCG,1) == 3) 
                unacceptableBeats_VCG_ICA = unacceptableBeats_VCG_ICA + 1; 
            else 
                unacceptableBeats_VCG_other = unacceptableBeats_VCG_other + 1; 
            end 
            results_ICA_VCG(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
            results_Lin_VCG(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
            results_Uni_VCG(num).data(1,i-1) = ind_beat(i)/fs; 
        end 
    end 
     
    %% FINISH 
  
    toc 
end 
  
%% CLEANUP 
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% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% correctICs  v2 
% By: Michael Ostertag 
% 
% Corrects the ordering of independent components based upon the 
% correlation between the original (ICi) and current (IC) ICs 
% Works with any number of input ICs. Selects permutation that has the 
% highest max correlation value. 
% 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
function [ sort_trans] = correctICs( ICi, IC ) 
  
    num_ICs = size(ICi, 1); 
    IC_perms = perms(num_ICs:-1:1); 
     
     
    % First, determine the proper matching of ICs 
    ind_max = zeros(factorial(num_ICs),2); 
    for i = 1:factorial(num_ICs) 
        temp = zeros(1,2*max(length(IC),length(ICi))-1); 
        for j = 1:num_ICs 
            temp = temp + abs(xcov(ICi(j,:), IC(IC_perms(i,j),:))); 
        end 
        [temp_value, temp_ind] = max(temp); 
        ind_max(i,:) = [temp_value, temp_ind]; 
    end 
     
    ind_max(1,1) = 1.25*ind_max(1,1); % Weights the most likely answer to  
                                      % the combo that has direct alignment 
    [~, combo_sel] = max(ind_max(:,1)); 
     
    % Then, generate a transform (sort_trans) that will correct the 
    % mismatched ones 
    sort_trans = zeros(num_ICs); 
    cov_values = zeros(1,num_ICs); 
    for i = 1:num_ICs 
        sort_trans(IC_perms(combo_sel,i),i) = 1; 
        temp = xcov(ICi(i,:), IC(IC_perms(combo_sel,i),:)); 
        cov_values(i) = temp(ind_max(combo_sel,2)); 
    end 
     
    % Next, check and fix signs 
    neg_cov = 2*diag(-(cov_values < 0))+eye(num_ICs); 
    sort_trans = neg_cov*sort_trans; 
end 
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% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% calcCorrCoef.m 
% By: Michael Ostertag 
% 
% Inputs: 
%   array1: input array of data with separate data sets on new rows 
%   array2: input array of data with separate data sets on new rows. Length 
%     must be equal to length of array1 
% 
% Outputs: 
%   result_corrCoef: a vector of the correlation coefficients between the 
%     data in the rows of array1 with the data in the rows of array2 
% 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
  
function [ result_corrCoef ] = calcCorrCoef( array1, array2 ) 
  
    num_result = min(size(array1, 1), size(array2, 1)); 
  
    result_corrCoef = -NaN(num_result,1); 
     
    for n = 1:num_result 
        temp = corrcoef(array1(n,:),array2(n,:)); 
        result_corrCoef(n) = temp(1,2); 
    end 
end 
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% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% findBeat.m 
% By: Michael Ostertag 
% 
% Inputs: 
%   lead: lead of ECG signal with multiple beats 
%   fs: sampling frequency of ECG signal 
% 
% Outputs: 
%   beat_index: index of the start of all beats as defined by the distance 
%     (1-forw) between the current and previous QRS complex and (forw) 
%     between the current and next QRS complex, where forw is a value 
%     between 0 and 1. 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
function [ beat_index ] = findBeat( lead , fs) 
  
%% INITIALIZE 
% 
forw = 5/8; % percentage of beat in front of the index point 
  
%% USING CORRELATION 
% 
%  
% [~, start] = max(abs(lead(1*fs:3*fs))); 
%  
% samp = lead(.8*fs+start:1.2*fs+start); 
% lead_corr = xcov(samp, lead); 
% lead_corr = lead_corr(1:ceil(end/2))/(max(lead_corr)-min(lead_corr)); 
%  
% [~,ind] = findpeaks(lead_corr,'MINPEAKHEIGHT',0.5,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',0.2*fs); 
% ind = ind-.2*fs; 
%  
% beat_index = round(ind(1:end-1)+forw*(ind(2:end)-ind(1:end-1))); 
%  
%% USING ORIGINAL WAVE 
% 
% [~, start] = max(abs(lead(2*fs:4*fs))); 
%  
% if lead(start+2*fs)<0 
%     lead = -lead; 
% end 
%  
% [~,ind] = findpeaks(((lead-min(lead(2*fs:4*fs)))/(max(lead(2*fs:4*fs))... 
%   -min(lead(2*fs:4*fs)))),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',0.75,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',0.4*fs); 
%  
% beat_index = round(ind(1:end-1)+forw*(ind(2:end)-ind(1:end-1))); 
%  
%% USING ORIGINAL WAVE AND SLOPE 
% Equivalent of a derivative from Pan-Thompson 
lead_0 = lead(2*fs:end); 
h_dif = zeros(1,round(.021*fs)); 
h_dif(1) = -1; 
h_dif(round(.006*fs)) = -2; 
h_dif(round(.016*fs)) = 2; 
h_dif(round(.021*fs)) = 1; 
lead_dif = (conv(lead_0,h_dif,'same')).^2; 
  
h_avg = ones(1,round(.1*fs))/round(.1*fs); % Moving average of approx 100 ms 
lead_avg = conv(lead_dif,h_avg,'same'); 
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lead_avg = (lead_avg-min(lead_avg))/(max(lead_avg)-min(lead_avg)); 
  
  
[~,ind] = findpeaks(lead_avg,'MINPEAKHEIGHT',0.125,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',... 
    round(0.2*fs)); 
  
beat_index = round(ind(1:end-1)+forw*(ind(2:end)-ind(1:end-1))+2*fs); 
  
%% FIND HR 
% HR = beat_index(3:end)-beat_index(1:end-2);  % Determines the heart rate 
% HR = HR/2000; 
% HR = 60 ./ HR; 
  
end 
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% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
% normalizePower.m 
% By: Michael Ostertag 
% 
% Normalizes the power of the input lead (lead_in). 
% 
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
function [ lead_out ] = normalizePower( lead_in ) 
  
    var = sqrt(sum(1/length(lead_in)*(bsxfun(@minus,lead_in,... 
        mean(lead_in,2))).^2,2)); 
    lead_out = bsxfun(@rdivide,lead_in,var); 
  
end 
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APPENDIX B 
ECG ACQUISITION AND LEAD RECONSTRUCTION IN LABVIEW 
Introduction 
An electrocardiogram (ECG) acquisition and transformation system was developed using 
Labview 2010. This program uses analog inputs from the CompactRio and can simultaneously 
record up to three inputs, which can be displayed in real-time or reviewed after the fact. By using 
an acquisition program in Labview, the analog inputs can easily be transformed to any set of 
leads desired using a universal or patient-specific set of transform coefficients. The functionality 
of the acquisition and transformation program provide a method of testing algorithms in a risk-
free manner without the need of the other systems, which are being developed concurrently. The 
system consists of two components: the data acquisition routine on the CompactRIO and the user 
interface on the PC. 
 
Data Acquisition 
 The CompactRIO system consists of a real-time embedded controller and a chassis, 
which contains connections for a variety of National Instruments modules. These modules are 
hot-swappable analog and digital I/Os that can and should be selected for the specific task at 
hand. The current version of the ECG acquisition system records three leads simultaneously and 
makes use of one NI 9239, which has four analog-input channels, but it could easily be expanded 
to record all of the traditional 12-leads. The CompactRIO can be programmed as an FPGA if 
desired, but at the 300 Hz recording rate of the ECG, it was deemed unnecessary. 
 The CompactRIO runs the software sequence seen in Figure B-1. When the user clicks 
the Record button on the main user GUI, the RecordBool variable initializes the recording. The 
supplied sample period (a default of 300 Hz) is fed into a timer, which executes every certain 
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number of milliseconds. When the timer executes, it outputs the current time (in milliseconds) 
from which the initial recording time is subtracted. This time is recorded along with either the set 
of three lead measurements or a test wave, depending on the value of TestWave, which is a 
switch on the user interface (see Figure B-2). The data is saved into a Shared Variable that is 
routinely updated on the network. 
 
Figure B-1. Overview of the software running on the CompactRIO 
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Figure B-2. Showing the two types of data that can be sent from the CompactRIO: the 
input from the ADCs is sent when True and a test sine wave is sent when False 
 
User Interface 
 The ECG acquisition user interface contains a set of intuitive controls for recording and 
viewing captured signals. In order to start the recording process, simply press the large RECORD 
button. When it is pressed, the RECORD button becomes grayed out, the LED illuminates, the 
STOP RECORD button becomes active, and the Live Data tab comes into view and locks itself as 
the primary tab. The data is displayed in 5 second segments which update in a sweeping manner. 
A series of variables named X1, Y1, and Z1 can be seen to the right of the plot. These variables 
are coefficients in a linear transform that can transform the 3-lead vectorcardiogram to any other 
lead on the body, which can be calculated in real-time. Once the STOP RECORD button is 
pressed, the user can go to the Stored Data tab and observe all signals that have been previously 
recorded during this session or another recording can be started. Within the Stored Data tab, a 
similar series of variables exist as on the Live Data tab to experiment with different linear 
transforms. 
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Figure B-3. The PC user interface in a ready-to-record state 
 
 
Figure B-4. The Stored Data tab with the transform coefficient variables seen on the 
right 
 
The first step of the User Interface program is to initialize all shared variables and to 
prepare the front panel with all default values, which can be seen in Figure B-5. When the 
initialization has completed, the program waits in a loop until an action is performed. If the 
RECORD button is pressed, the program will execute the code seen in Figure B-6. The 
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RecordBool variable is set, which informs 
the CompactRIO that recording has begun, 
the matrices that will temporarily store the 
data are initialized the sampling period is 
calculated, and all buttons are set to their 
appropriate states on the front panel. Upon 
completion of the recording setup 
procedure, the program waits until the data 
variable from the CompactRIO has been 
updated with new values and then records 
the values in the temporary arrays and 
updates the Live Data plots. When the user 
presses STOP RECORD, the program 
transitions into a save routine. In this stage, 
all of the data that was just observed is 
saved in a larger array for later viewing, a 
header is saved that contains information 
about the number of samples, sampling 
rate, and the date and time of the start of the 
recording.  
Figure B-5. Initialization segment of the User Interface 
program 
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Figure B-6. This section of the code prepares the User Interface for the upcoming 
recording sequence and initializes all of the temporary storage arrays that will be used 
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Figure B-7. This section of the code receives the bundled data from the CompactRIO, 
unpacks it, and plots it on the Live Data tab. The default values for the coefficients are 
(1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1), which means that the plots show the exact data that is being 
saved without transformation. 
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Figure B-8. This section of the code saves the temporary arrays into a more permanent 
array and generates a header that stores the universal data and time, the sampling 
frequency and the number of samples recorded. The User Interface is also reinitialized to 
its original state. 
 
 
Figure B-9. This section of the code controls the actions of the Stored Data tab. The 
option to use coefficients to test transforms is present. 
 
 
